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Abstract
We continue to study the existence of (norm- and) trace-compatible sequences of primitive
normal bases for prime power extensions of ﬁnite ﬁelds, introduced by the author in
Hachenberger (Finite Fields Appl. 5 (1999) 378–385; in: D. Jungnickel, H. Niederreiter (Eds.),
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Finite Fields and Applications,
Augsburg, August 1999, Springer, Heidelberg, 2001, pp. 208–223), and improve on some
aspects of these papers.
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1. Introduction
In [Ha2] we have introduced T as the set of all triples ðq; k; eÞ (where q41 is a
prime power and k; eANn) such that the following condition holds for the
corresponding tower ðFq; Fqk ; FqkeÞ of Galois ﬁelds: for every aAFqk which is normal
(or free) over Fq there exists a primitive element waAFqke which is normal over Fq and
whose ðFqke ; FqkÞ-trace is equal to a:
In [Ha3] a quadruple ðq; k; l; nÞ (where k; l; nANn with k and l dividing n) is called
universal, provided the following condition holds for the quadruple ðFq; Fqk ; Fql ; FqnÞ
of Galois ﬁelds: given any aAFqk which is normal over Fq and any bAFql which is
primitive, there exists a primitive element wa;bAFqn ; which is normal over Fq; whose
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ðFqn ; FqkÞ-trace is equal to a and whose ðFqn ; Fql Þ-norm is equal to b: Let Q be the set of
all universal quadruples.
By means of character theory and Gaussian sums, we have provided sufﬁcient
criteria for membership in T and Q: For the case where k; l; e; n are powers of a
prime r; the following assertions hold without any restriction on q (here, p is the
characteristic of Fq).
1. Theorem 5.1 in [Ha2]: ðq; ra; rbÞAT for all aX0 and all bX1 provided rX5
or r ¼ p; ðq; 3a; 3bÞAT for all aX0 and all bX2; ðq; 8  2a; 2bÞAT for all aX0 and
all bX2:
2. Theorem 2.30 in [Ha3]: ðq; ra; rb; rcÞAQ for all a; bX0 and all c4maxða; bÞ
provided rX7:
In the present paper, we are going to prove the following results.
Theorem 1.1. Let r be an odd prime which is distinct from the characteristic of the
Galois field F ¼ Fq: Let s (a divisor of r  1) be the order of q modulo r and assume
that the order of q modulo r2 is equal to sr. Then ðq; ra; rbÞAT for all aX0 and all
bX1:
Theorem 1.2. Let rX5 be a prime. If r is distinct from the characteristic p of the Galois
field F ¼ Fq; let s be the order of q modulo r and assume that the order of q modulo r2
is equal to sr. Then ðq; ra; rb; rcÞ is a universal quadruple for all a; bX0 and all
c4maxða; bÞ:
When r ¼ 3; the assertion of Theorem 1.1 is satisﬁed (and therefore yields an
improvement over [Ha2, Theorem 5.1]) for all q such that q mod 9Af2; 4; 5; 7g
(which holds for 22 prime powers qp100: 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 13, 16, 23, 25, 29, 31, 32, 41,
43, 47, 49, 59, 61, 67, 79, 83, 97). It remains open for which q with q mod 9Af1; 8g
the triples ðq; 3n1; 3Þ are members ofT where nX2 (see [Ha2, Proposition 1.1] and
observe that ðq; 1; eÞAT for all q and all e by the Theorem on Primitive Normal
Basis with Prescribed Trace of Cohen and Hachenberger [CoHa1]). More details on
the latter problem are given in Section 4.
We remark that Theorem 1.1 generalizes Hachenberger [Ha4, Theorem 4.1], where
the study of preimages of generalized trace-mappings lead to the conclusion of the
above theorem under the additional assumption that s ¼ r  1 (whence q is a
primitive root modulo rl for all l). An application of Theorem 1.1 in combination
with [Ha2, Theorem 5.1] yields ð2t; ra; rbÞAT for all primes r; all aAN and all bANn;
whenever t is not divisible by 3: Consequently, if q ¼ 2t with gcdðt; 3Þ ¼ 1; then the
following holds for any prime r: there exists a sequence ðylÞlAN in the r-primary
closure FqrN over Fq such that yl is primitive and normal in Fqrl =Fq for all l; and such
that the ðF
qr
l2 ; Fqrl1 Þ-trace of yl2 is equal to yl1 whenever l1pl2: The latter is an
improvement of [Ha4, Theorem 5.1].
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Unfortunately, an essential argument used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 does not
apply to arbitrary extensions with degree a power of 2: However, as a consequence of
[Ha4, Theorem 4.1] we note the following result (which is also incorporated in
Section 2 of the present paper).
Theorem 1.3. ðq; 2; 2ÞAT for all q 	 3 mod 4:
Concerning universal quadruples, Theorem 1.2 extends [Ha3, Theorem 2.30] when
r ¼ 5 is the characteristic of Fq; or when the order of q modulo 25 is divisible by 5:
The latter holds when q mod 25Af2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23g:
According to [Ha3, Proposition 2.4] it remains open whether ðq; 5l ; 5l ; 5lþ1Þ is a
universal quadruple for all lX1 and all q satisfying q mod 25Af1; 7; 18; 24g (observe
that ðq; 1; 1; 5ÞAQ by work of Cohen [Co2], which extends work of Hachenberger
and Cohen [CoHa2]).
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are given in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss
the consequences of Theorem 1.2 concerning complete universal quadruples.
2. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
The proofs rely on fundamental facts concerning the additive module structure of
extensions of Galois ﬁelds, the details of which may be found in [Ha1]. We start with
a characterization of normal elements by means of traces.
Theorem 2.1. Let r be a prime and lANn: Assume that r is equal to the characteristic
p of Fq or that ordr2ðqÞ is divisible by r. Assume additionally that l ¼ 2
if r ¼ 2ap: Finally, let E ¼ F
qr
l and K ¼ F
qr
l1 : Then the following two assertions
are equivalent:
1. wAE is normal over Fq;
2. wAE is normal over K and the ðE; KÞ-trace of w is normal in K=Fq:
Proof. If r is the characteristic of F ; then w is normal in E=F if and only if the
ðE; FÞ-trace of w is nonzero; moreover, any normal element of E=F is already
completely normal (completely free) in E=F (see [Ha1, Theorem 5.7]). From that the
assertion of the theorem easily follows.
Assume therefore that r is different from the characteristic of F : Let ﬁrst r be odd
and s the order of q mod r; and assume that the order of q mod r2 is sr (which is
equivalent to the fact that qs  1 is not divisible by r). By elementary number theory
(see e.g. [Ha1, Section 19]) the order of q mod rl is then equal to srl1 for every lANn:
For a given lANn let K and E be as in the assertion.
Consider the rth cyclotomic polynomial Fr: Over F it splits into t :¼ ðr  1Þ=s
monic irreducible factors (of degree s; each), say f1;y; ft: As s and r are relatively
prime, the fi remain irreducible when considered as polynomials over K : According
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to the decomposition (over K) of
xr  1 ¼ ðx  1ÞFr ¼ ðx  1Þ
Yt
i¼1
fi;
any wAE can be written as
w ¼ w0 þ w0 ¼ w0 þ
Xt
i¼1
wi;
such that w0AK and the qr
l1
-order of any wi divides fi (see [Ha1, Section 8]). When
considered over the ﬁeld F ; the q-order of w0 divides x
rl1  1 while the q-order of
any wi divides fiðxrl1Þ: The latter corresponds to the decomposition (over F ) of
xr
l  1 ¼ ðxrl1  1ÞFrl ¼ ðxr
l1  1Þ
Yt
i¼1
fiðxrl1Þ:
As ordrl ðqÞ ¼ srl1; the t polynomials f1ðxrl1Þ;y; ftðxrl1Þ are irreducible over F and
therefore give the (complete) decomposition of the rlth cyclotomic polynomial Frl ;
which is equal to Frðxrl1Þ:
Now, wia0 if and only if its q-order is fiðxrl1Þ; and this holds if and only if its qrl1 -
order is fi: Moreover, w is normal in E=F if and only if w0 is normal in K=F and
wia0 for all i: The normality of w0 is equivalent to the normality of the ðE; KÞ-trace
of w over F (which is equal to the ðE; KÞ-trace of w0). As the ðE; KÞ-trace of a
normal element is always normal in K=F ; the equivalence of the theorem holds.
If r ¼ 2 ¼ l; then q 	 3 mod 4; whence the fourth cyclotomic polynomial F4 is
irreducible over F : Now the assertion follows by a similar reasoning, as, under the
assumption that q 	 3 mod 4; an element u has q-order F4 if and only if it has q2-
order F2: &
We remark that the proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to that of Theorem 8 of Pincin
[Pi], where multiplicative decompositions of normal basis generators are studied.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let r; s and q be as in the assertion of Theorem 1.1. For a
given lANn; we let E ¼ F
qr
l and K ¼ F
qr
l1 : Considering the extension E=K ; the
theorem of Cohen and Hachenberger on Primitive Normal Bases with Prescribed
Trace [CoHa1] asserts that for any nonzero aAK there exists a primitive wAE which
is normal over K and has ðE; KÞ-trace equal to a (i.e., ðqrl1 ; 1; rÞAT). Now, assume
that a is chosen to be normal in K=F (where F ¼ Fq). Letting w as above, Theorem
2.1 implies that w is normal in E=F :
Altogether, this means ðq; rl1; rÞAT for all lANn: The assertion of Theorem 1.1
follows now from [Ha1, Proposition 1.1], which states that ðq; k
d
; edÞAT for every
divisor d of k provided that ðq; k; eÞAT: &
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We remark that the case s ¼ r  1 for odd r (as well as r ¼ 2 ¼ l; see [Ha4,
Section 4]) gives rise to the irreducibility of the rlth cyclotomic polynomial. In that
situation it would sufﬁce to require w to be primitive, which is guaranteed by
Cohen’s Theorem on Primitive Elements with Prescribed Trace [Co1].
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let r; s and q be as in the assertion of Theorem 1.2. For a
given lANn; we consider again the ﬁelds E ¼ F
qr
l and K ¼ F
qr
l1 : By Cohen and
Hachenberger [CoHa2] (for rX7; essentially) and by Cohen [Co2] (for rX5) the
following is true for the ﬁeld extension E=K : for any nonzero aAK and any primitive
bAK there is a primitive w in E which is normal over K and has ðE; KÞ-trace equal to
a and ðE; KÞ-norm equal to b (i.e., ðqrl1 ; 1; 1; rÞAQ). If a in particular is chosen to be
normal in K=F (where again F ¼ Fq), then w is normal in E=F ; and this implies the
universality of ðq; rl1; rl1; rlÞ (for all lANn). The assertion of Theorem 1.2 follows
now from [Ha3, Proposition 2.4], which states that ðq; k; l; nÞAQ implies
ðq; k0; l0; nÞAQ for every divisor k0 of k and every divisor l0 of l: &
3. On complete universal quadruples
In [Ha3] a quadruple ðq; k; l; nÞ (where k; l; nANn with k and l dividing n) is called
completely universal provided the following condition holds for the quadruple
ðFq; Fqk ; Fql ; FqnÞ of Galois ﬁelds: given any aAFqk which is completely normal
(completely free) over Fq and any bAFql which is primitive, there exists a primitive
element wa;bAFqn ; which is completely normal over Fq; whose ðFqn ; FqkÞ-trace is equal to
a and whose ðFqn ; Fql Þ-norm is equal to b. Let Qc be the set of all complete universal
quadruples.
By Hachenberger [Ha3, Theorem 6.20] we know that ðq; ra; rb; rcÞAQc for all a; bX0
and all c4maxða; bÞ provided rX7 (without any restriction on q). Combining the
present Theorem 1.2 with [Ha3, Proposition 6.3] thus yields the following extension
of [Ha3, Theorem 6.20].
Theorem 3.1. Let rX5 be a prime. If r is distinct from the characteristic p of the Galois
field F ¼ Fq; let s be the order of q modulo r and assume that the order of q modulo r2
is equal to sr. Then ðq; ra; rb; rcÞ is a complete universal quadruple for all a; bX0 and all
c4maxða; bÞ:
We shall mention that the statement of [Ha3, Proposition 6.3] is as follows: Under
the assumption that r is an odd prime which does not divide q; the quadruple
ðq; rl ; rl ; rlþ1Þ is completely universal provided that ðqrt ; rlt; rlt; rlþ1tÞ is universal,
where t :¼ Ib=2m and b is deﬁned by ordrlþ1ðqÞ ¼ ordrðqÞ  rb: Furthermore, as
mentioned in [Ha3, Section 6], ðq; rl ; rl ; rlþ1ÞAQc implies ðq; ra; rb; rlþ1ÞAQc for all
a; bpl:
For the case where r equals the characteristic of Fq; recall that any normal element
of F
qr
l over Fq is completely normal (see [Ha1, Theorem 5.7]).
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4. Concluding remarks
In the present section we shall summarize some computational results. All
computations have been performed with the computer algebra system Maple (in
version 7.00).
The ﬁrst two remarks concern triples ðq; 3n1; 3Þ for q mod 9Af1; 8g; which are not
covered by Theorem 1.1. Remarks 3 and 4 concern triples ðq; k; 4Þ with kAf2; 4g;
which are not covered by [Ha2, Theorem 5.1].
Remark 1. Assume that q 	 1 mod 9: If nX5; then an application of [Ha2,
Proposition 4.3] (with l ¼ 300) yields ðq; 3n1; 3ÞAT whenever qX65 193: Let L :¼
fqp65 193 : q 	 1 mod 9g: Using the approach outlined in [Ha2, Section 5], one can
show that ðq; 35; 3ÞAT for all qAL with four possible exceptions:
qAf1459; 2917; 17 497; 21 871g: Furthermore, ðq; 36; 3ÞAT for all qAL with two
possible exceptions: qAf17 497; 21 871g: Moreover, ðq; 3a; 3ÞAT for all qAL and all
aX7: Consequently, for q 	 1 mod 9 it essentially remains open, whether
ðq; 3m; 3ÞAT for mAf1; 2; 3; 4g:
Remark 2. Assume that q 	 1 mod 9: If nX4; then an application of [Ha2,
(4.5)] (with d ¼ 2 and l ¼ 300) gives ðq; 3n1; 3ÞAT whenever qX2130: The
approach of [Ha3, Section 5] yields ðq; 3n1; 3ÞAT for all q 	 1 mod 9 and
all nX4: So, for q 	 1 mod 9 it remains open, whether ðq; 3m; 3ÞAT for mAf1; 2g:
If m ¼ 2 and qX346 794; then ðq; 9; 3ÞAT by [Ha2, (4.5)] (with d ¼ 2 and l ¼ 300).
Remark 3. An application of [Ha2, Proposition 4.3] (with l ¼ 149) shows
ðq; 4; 4ÞAT for all qX3104: If qp3104; [Ha2, Proposition 3.1] yields ðq; 4; 4ÞAT
with possibly ﬁve exceptions qAf3; 5; 7; 9; 17g ¼: L: If qAL and qa3; then
ðq; 2; 8ÞAT; hence ðq; 2; 8ÞAT for all q with only one possible exception, namely
q ¼ 3:
Remark 4. An application of [Ha2, Proposition 4.3] (with l ¼ 100) shows
ðq; 2; 4ÞAT for all qX70 542: If qp70 542; [Ha2, Proposition 3.1] yields
ðq; 2; 4ÞAT with possibly 21 exceptions qAf3; 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19, 25, 27, 29,
31, 37, 41, 43, 49, 73, 83, 89, 137, 233g:
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